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Sunday in Cape Town…lovely sunny day… 

I’m feeling quite good about things this week.  My “Brains Trust” went really well and looks to have made a 
real impact in the coaching community in Cape Town.  I was helped by my co-panelists being unable to speak 
succinctly in 15 minutes.  I practised several times to get this off pat and it worked.  By the way…I’ve just 
noticed that the spell checker in Word wants to change “practised” to “practiced”.  At least I can spell even in 
Microsoft can’t. 

Western Province duly did the business last week and that’s the first time I’ve been to a Cup Final/really big 
game where my team has won.  I quite like the feeling….I recommend it. 

The weather at the moment in Cape Town is glorious.  It’s mid 20s+ without the heat of January.  This is a 
lovely time of the year and the garden is starting to grow. 

I’ll be back in the UK in just over 3 weeks and the weather won’t be glorious there.  Off then to the US and 
back here on Christmas Eve.  I’ve found a place for the cats and it certainly seems that running a successful 
cattery is a licence to print money. 

Nothing much on the agenda for this week…just the usual meetings and support for the SDI network…but 
these days that’s pretty much my job. 

Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn and re-tweet. 
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2nd November 2014 

My Hairy Bikers Curry book arrived this week and it’s one of the better cookery books that I’ve bought. 

I’m now on Series 4 of the Sopranos.  Should finish it this week. 

I’ve been given a copy of “The Hundred Year Old Man” by Jonas Jonasson.  It comes highly recommended but I 

haven’t heard of it.  Anyone read it? 

I’ve decided to upgrade my Phone to a Galaxy Note 4.  Surprisingly the best deal are in SA and not the UK or the 

US.  With exchange rates so favourable to the £ and $…buying some things in SA is now really good value. 

 

 

COPENHAGEN, Denmark (AP) — No bar, no party. 

Danish police say members of a biker gang have called off a planned party after officers raided a new club house 

in western Denmark and took away the bar that had been stolen from a nearby workshop. 

Anders Uhrskov of the police in Aarhus said Saturday officers found the piece of furniture when raiding a house in 

Lystrup, northeast of Denmark's second largest city, as part of "our preventive strategy" against organized crime 

groups so "they never doubt that we keep an eye on them." 

Police also seized a "minor amount" of drugs and a gold chain. 

Gang members declined to comment, and it was unclear whether the party would be rescheduled. 
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It’s the television again... 

 
I’ve been sharing emails with a friend in Hong Kong who is also in the market for a new tele.  Like 
me he bought a Samsung and this is what he said: 
 
Interesting  - went to a few stores  - guess who got the business  - the guy who 
was keen and into the solution  - the big store guys were polite but ineffective. 
The guy who made the sale knew his stuff  -asked what I wanted then gave some 
options  - and made it easy with free install   - did  not push the highest end 
solution 
It helped to differentiate  - made it easy to choose Samsung. 
 
It speaks for itself.  How many times do we have to tell people that selling is not about price...at 
least for large ticket items like Samsung televisions. 
 
Very few people in this network are price conscious but, boy, do we know value when we see it! 
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Don’t sell books in SA... 

I feel really sorry for the large bookshops in South Africa.  It’s little wonder that Exclusive Books is 
losing money and even in the US Borders has closed. 
 
Let’s see what’s against bookshops in SA.  First up is the import duty that automatically makes 
every imported book more expensive.  Second is the weak Rand.  The currency is so week that it 
works against anything that is imported.  Thirdly is the competition.  If you’re prepared to buy an 
e-book then you have 10 times the choice, available instantly at a third of the price.  That’s a 
winning proposition. 
 
In its favour Exclusive is a friendly place…lets you browse the mags and has a good coffee shop. 
 
Look at these variables in the deals that Exclusive and similar companies are doing in their 
market place that impact on the end price. 
 
Publisher’s price 
Import Duty 
Currency fluctuations 
Postage and Packing 
 
I recently saw a book advertised for 1c. online.  The seller makes its profit on the postage and 
packing.  How smart is that! 
 
When you’re putting together a business proposition you’ll have all these factors in mind.  
Ironically the upfront price of the book is of low priority when compared to all the other elements 
of the deal. 
 
Variables, my friends, variables.  The price is certainly a factor but a low one in this example. 
 
(I’ve concentrated here on the cash value of the book.  What really crucifies bookshops are the 
fixed costs: stock, rent, staff, utilities etc. and online competition.  Keep well out of book retailing!) 
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